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	Crimmins (2000) marveled at the greatness of the “three pound-blob” that is our

	brain and control system. As seasoned clinicians in the field of neuro-rehabilitation,

	we still marvel each day at the resilience of the brain and at the exciting recoveries

	that we attempt to facilitate in survivors of acquired brain injuries (ABIs).

	We observe the survivor who used to have frequent and severe behavioral outbursts

	each hour now remain calm and focused throughout the day. We note the

	survivor who once was a major safety risk due to lack of insight now act as our

	ally motivating other survivors by his experiences. We see survivors who were

	admitted to our rehabilitation program with a multitude of challenges, broken and

	vulnerable, discharged each week to productive, meaningful activities, competent

	and compensating for their residual weaknesses.





	On the other hand, we’ve encountered a disillusioning number of situations in

	which distraught survivors and family members find themselves in crisis, sometimes

	years after the injury. The survivor with a preexisting psychiatric illness,

	that goes undiagnosed and untreated after his brain injury, resulting in psychiatric

	hospitalization for a suicide attempt a few years after discharge from acute

	rehabilitation. The woman with chronic pain that prevents her from returning to

	work, despite the significant gains she demonstrated in physical and cognitive

	functioning during her rehabilitation stay. The bright college student whose mild

	brain injury went unrecognized, who never received rehabilitative services, and

	whose premature return to school resulted in failure, depression, and the onset of

	substance abuse.

	This book details how medical and clinical teams that are comprehensive and interdisciplinary are able to effectively address the multiple difficulties that can result from an Acquired Brain Injury (ABI). Coverage describes the medical specialists that are integral members of a team and their specialized roles in assessment and treatment. It reviews some of the vital specialty areas that are often overlooked. The book also examines key discipline areas, such as occupational and speech/language therapies, and describes the main behavioral difficulties exhibited by individuals with ABI.
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Ext GWT 2.0: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Ext GWT 2.0: Beginner's Guide is a practical book that teaches you how to use the Ext GWT library to its full potential. It provides a thorough, no-nonsense explanation of the Ext GWT library, what it offers, and how to use it through practical examples. This book provides clear, step-by-step instructions for getting the most out of Ext...
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Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery via Logic-Based Methods: Theory, Algorithms, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	There are many approaches to data mining and knowledge discovery (DM&KD), including neural networks, closest neighbor methods, and various statistical methods. This monograph, however, focuses on the development and use of a novel approach, based on mathematical logic, that the author and his research associates have worked on over the...
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Spinal Imaging: Diagnostic Imaging of the Spine and Spinal Cord (Medical Radiology)Springer, 2007

	- Comprehensive, up-to-date textbook on the imaging of frequently encountered


	spinal disorders


	- Richly illustrated


	- All imaging modalities considered, e.g. plain film, multidetector CT and MRI


	- Designed to ensure ease of use, with a logical structure and extensive index
...
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Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 24 Hours, Complete Starter Kit (3rd Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself in 24 Hours)Sams Publishing, 2001

	
		Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 24 Hours, Third Edition extends to the beginning C++ programmer the promise of a solid and thorough tutorial broken down into consistent, manageable lessons of one hour each. The readers can master the core concepts and techniques of C++ programming at their own pace. The book covers all the basics,...
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Design Methods and Applications for Distributed Embedded SystemsSpringer, 2004

	The ever decreasing price/performance ratio of microcontrollers makes it economically attractive to replace more and more conventional mechanical or electronic control systems within many products by embedded real-time computer systems. An embedded real-time computer system is always part of a well-specified larger system, which we call an...
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JUnit in ActionManning Publications, 2003
A guide to unit testing Java applications (including J2EE applications) using the JUnit framework and its extensions, this book provides techniques for solving real-world problems such as unit testing legacy applications, writing real tests for real objects, automating tests, testing in isolation, and unit testing J2EE and database...
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